for the imagination”and I know we’ll
never see the truth without imagination
in the mix. It’s the sun in the sunrise.
There are countless vested interests
who want to hide the truth but at last
the war on weed is starting to falter. It’s
certainly about time.
So we’re looking for some seriously
good vibes at this years protestival with
a good harvest behind us and finally
(after about eighty years) our elected
rulers saying “Gee… maybe the hippies were right after all”. We dug up
the history on the drug war and discovered it was all founded in greed and
corruption. Now, the lies and fears
are embedded in our culture and what
was once the most popular plant on the
planet is outlawed. No one has ever
died from cannabis use but thousands
die every year from Big Pharma’s pills.
We’ve been hoodwinked big time.

It’s been 24 years now since our first
march to the village police station demanding fair treatment for our medicine
of choice. We had such a good time
that day in 1993 we vowed to protest
every year on the first Sunday in May
until the laws were changed. We’re still
doing it.
The last twelve months in Australia
though has finally seen a little acceptance and understanding of the truth
we’ve been saying for all that time.
They’re doing trials to find out, did
you know? Maybe cannabis can stop
children’s epileptic seizures? Imagine
how good that would be for entire families, not just the child. But why wait
for the trials? Come to MardiGrass
this year and hear for yourself from a
dozen families who have experienced
relief from pain & suffering. Hear for
yourself the healing stories from the
man who woke Australia up to medical
cannabis by helping hundreds of families become seizure-free, or close to it.
He’s still a criminal and so are all the
people he’s healed.
Cannabis is also fantastic for old people
with aches and pains and poor sleep.
It reduces inflammation (where most
pain comes from). It relaxes tension, it
kicks off the imagination, detaches you
a little from the physical and settles the
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emotion… settles the muddy water so
you can see clearly.
Sure, pharmaceuticals may
do the same, but this plant
can be easily grown by anyone in their backyard or in a
pot on the balcony. A medicine with side effects to die
for… and no hangover. A
herb our ancestors revered,
built temples to and no one
has ever died from. An incredibly safe medicine and if
you don’t want to get stoned
then don’t heat it, use a
cold extraction.
A plant
with infinite variations in it’s cannabinoid mix making the future incredibly
exciting for healing. Different strains
for different ailments. Plants bred for
specific sicknesses and individuals.

A future so exciting that pot has been on
the front cover of National Geographic
and Time magazine in the last year.
But here in Oz, Big
Pharma has convinced
our politicians that cannabis is a deadly dangerous drug and the
police continue to arrest over 1000 people a
week for weed. The police and politicians both
seem to believe the lies.
No doubt all those who
have been jailing and
hunting pot smokers for
decades are going to have trouble accepting they’ve been destroying lives
rather than helping them.

Thank you for joining us in the protest
weekend this year and know that you
are doing something good and important for the Earth and humanity.

The law is the crime, not the plant.
Michael Bald’n’stoned
(HEMP Embassy Prez)

A shrink once told me “weed is manure
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flexible than timber as well as more
financially and environmentally beneficial. Houses can be built from hemp
bricks. Hemp can also be used to make
plastics, and the processes involved
are far less polluting than current industries. As well as using hemp fuel for his
Model T, Henry Ford used hemp plastics to build the bodywork.

TEXTILES

FOOD

PAPER

Hemp seed is one of the easiest to produce and nutritious food crops on earth.
For many centuries it was the staple
food crop for most of the world. The oils
produced from the seed contains the
highest amount of essential fatty acids
in the plant world. Hemp seed oil helps
clear the human system of cholesterol.
The banning of hemp as a food, as is
the case in Australia, is senseless.

75 to 90% of the paper used for books,
maps, bibles, banknotes and newspapers, was made from hemp until the
1880s. The Chinese used hemp paper
since the first century AD, and it was
used in Europe since the 5th century.
Cannabis can be harvested in three
to six months as compared with 30 or
more years for trees. It can produce
more fibre than wood chippings and requires no dangerous chemicals in the
paper pulping process. No chlorine is
needed for bleaching and no deadly dioxins are thrown into the environment.
Hemp paper will outlive even the best
quality wood pulp paper.

FUEL
Cannabis biomass is potentially the
cheapest and most reliable, way to produce energy. It is estimated that up to
90% of the energy produced by the use
of fossil fuels could be produced instead
from biomass. Hemp can be converted
to methane, methanol or petrol. Henry
Ford’s first Model T was designed to
run on methanol petrol produced from
hemp seeds.

BUILDING MATERIALS
Hemp could replace wooden materials,
as it can be pressed into a variety of
forms. It may be used to make furniture
and beams, being stronger and more

Hemp lime building materials are increasingly attracting global attention
because hemp construction allows
you to create infrastructure that stores
carbon. It offers a solution to zerocarbon building, produces healthier
homes and workplaces, and has major potential in mainstream housing
as well as in commercial construction.
Research at UNSW from 2000-2006
resulted in the development of a range
of Australian hemp lime building materials that have so far been used in
42 Australian homes (new homes and
retrofits) and in the construction of the
zero energy CDL Green Gallery and
Heritage Museum in the Singapore
Botanic Gardens.

A recent study funded by the UK government showed that the insulating
properties of hemp reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions in the
range between 50% and 80% lower
than in buildings with conventional
brick and block construction when insulated to the same U-value as the hemp
construction. The negative embodied
carbon footprint (carbon sequestration potential) of the hemp structure is
4.3 tonnes CO2, compared with +10.7
tonnes CO2 for brick-block building of
same dimensions.

Hemp buildings have excellent thermal performance. The slow phase
change material creates walls that
are highly insulated, manage humidity and radically reduce energy-related
running costs. The materials are noncombustible, recyclable, light and easy
to work with, and breathable walls cre-

When industrial hemp is grown for fibre
it is a rapidly growing annual biomass.
Few durable building materials are
made from renewable resources, let
alone from a resource with such clear
potential to improve Australian farms,
harvest carbon and create further
green industry. With a new hemp mill

Approximately 90% of sails and rigging,
nets, rope, flags and sealant was made
from cannabis until the 20th century.
Even sailors’ shoes and socks were
produced from cannabis fibres. The
original hardwearing Levi jeans were
made from cannabis. In 1938 Popular
Mechanics, an American magazine,
stated that hemp was the “standard
fibre of the world”. Clothes made from
hemp are more durable yet softer than
those made from cotton, a plant which
requires great quantities of pesticide
and fertilizer to produce.

SPIRITUALITY
Sects within Tibetan Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, Sufism and a variety of
other religious groups have used cannabis for spiritual practices for thousands of years. Many ancient cultures
from China, India, Japan, Iran, Greece,
and Israel also recognized the value of
cannabis as an aide to spiritual practice. In more recent times, the Rastafarian religion which originated in Ethiopia
in the 1930s observes cannabis as sacramental and deeply beneficial plant.

COSMETICS
Facial creams, body lotions, soaps, lip
balm, shampoo and conditioners, massage oil can all be made from hemp
seed oil.

RECREATION
Healthier choice of inebriant and relaxant than alcohol. Can help overcome
alcohol and other drug dependency.
Cannabis can reduce stress and relieve
tension.

CREATIVITY

MEDICINE
Safer effect than pharmaceuticals and
less toxic as both a prevention and cure
for a wide range of medical conditions.
Assists with appetite stimulation, pain
relief, and may ease insomnia and improve the quality of sleep.

Cannabis may act as a teacher plant:
if used with intention, we learn to let go
of what we ‘know’ and, instead, wonder.
Marijuana can extend the range of our
free-associative capacities. It increases
the novel ways in which we find connections between ideas, and it also extends the range of ideas that we might
somehow relate to one another.

ate healthy indoor air quality. The adequate air exchange discourages mould
growth.

WHAT ARE GOVERNMENTS AROUND
THE WORLD DOING ABOUT MEDICAL
CANNABIS?

Here’s the medical cannabis story in a
nutshell. No Government in the world
has willingly introduced a meaningful
medical cannabis regime.
In America, the United States Constitution allows for States to have ‘Citizens
Initiated Referendums’. However, all
the State Governments in which cannabis is now legal ran ‘NO’ campaigns
during those Citizen Referendums,
from California in 1996 to Colorado
in 2014. There are no clinical trials or
recognised scientific research, dispensaries can’t use the banking system,
and cannabis is still illegal under Federal law.
In Canada, a 2002 Court ruling resulted in the Government being ordered
by the High Court to initiate a medical
cannabis regime within a year. The
Government fiddled for 2 years. The
eventual regime proved to restrictive
and unworkable, and this resulted in
the people taking charge. While successive Canadian governments have
sought to stick directly to the initial
High Court ruling, the people decided
they wanted to grow their own, or have
cannabis grown for them. Pot shops,
compassion clubs, boutique mail order dispensaries and home delivery
services sprung up, all illegal under
federal laws. The Canadian cannabis
community now boast over 20,000
people employed in various cannabis
industries.

Here’s the brutal irony though: medical
cannabis is mentioned in United Nation Drug Conventions. In fact it says
if a country wants to grow cannabis
for medical and scientific purposes the
same rules as opium apply. Lawful poppies grown for legal opium production
into medicines are owned by two of foreign companies which grow over half
the world’s lawful opiates in Australia.
We know there’s a lawful high THC
cannabis crop grown every other year
at the University of Mississippi and it’s
distributed by a US Agency known as
NIDA, the National Institute of Drug
Abuse. NIDA has kept a strangle hold
on supply of cannabis for scientific research for well over 30 years now. A
2010 quote from a spokesperson confirms the organisation ‘only supplies
and funds research into the negative
consequences of its use, not medical
beneficial purposes’.

The British company GW Pharmaceuticals is an anomaly in the mix. With
extraordinary assistance by the UK
government, GW were allowed to developed a whole cannabis extract for
the treatment of Multiple Sclerosis.
The product, Sativex, has been spoken about in government inquiries in
Australia and no doubt in many other
countries seeking to address the medical cannabis issue. In the latest Australian Federal Inquiry, Sativex was found
to be too expensive, difficult to clinically
trial, and that similar products should
be developed here. On the other hand,
trials could well provide sufficient evidence to show pharmaceutical cannabis products are less effective than
conventional illegal cannabis currently
being used by tens of thousands of
Australians for medical purposes.
Andrew Kavasilas,
Secretary, HEMP Party of Australia

Similarities with the US situation persist with the Canadian medical profession at large not embracing medical
cannabis. There are no clinical trials
and there have been another ten High
Court challenges by Canadian governments to restrict progress on medical
cannabis law reforms.

in the NSW Hunter Valley, the emerging hemp industry there will make a significant contribution to creating a viable
future for the region.
There is growing understanding that
climate resilience will depend on strong
regional economies, as well as growing
recognition that hemp is a very positive option for Australian farmers and
manufacturers because of its benefi-

cial impact on soils and the varied end
products that can be made. As world
demand for hemp is steadily growing,
opportunities are developing in multiple
regions of Australia which will contribute to a healthy green economy.
Klara Marosszeky,
President,
Australian Industrial Hemp Alliance

Israel you ask? Seems there is some
limited research happening there, but
just as in the US and Canada, the
medical profession has not embraced
medical cannabis. Reports do come in
of clinical success, though clinical trials
resulting in products to the people are
virtually non-existent. Doctors from
Israel presenting at the 2014 Medical
Cannabis Symposium in Tamworth
spoke of limited patient access after
almost 30 years of research.

Continued on Page 10
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Cops & criminals, doctors & delinquents, academics & activists, politicians, pot-growers, patients, panderers & plain ol’ pot-heads...
we got ‘em all at the...
We are pleased to present some
mind-bending action at this year’s
HEMPOSIUM at the 24th MardiGrass
where we pull back the curtain
to reveal creative, happening
and abundant places around the
globe basking in the post-prohibition green glow. As Australia is just
yawning and waking up to the benefits of medical cannabis, the MardiGrass HEMPOSIUM is an important crossroads to learn,
share and network about our
favourite plant ally and healing herb.
Friday 29 April is a day of drug law
reform presentations, while Saturday 30 April and Sunday 1 May are
devoted to medical and industrial
cannabis.

access to safe, natural medicine that
is effective for a number of conditions
including epilepsy, pain relief, sleep
aid, anxiety relief and many more. He
practises farm-to-table concept with organic cannabis medicines - highcountrycannabistours.com

There is an impressive line up of international speakers from North America
who will share their medical cannabis
experiences, discuss cutting edge advances in cannabis genetics, and reveal the campaigns and gains made
in other cannabis loving communities
around the planet.

Canadian Dana Larsen is an author,
politician and Cannabis legalisation activist. Dana worked on Cannabis Culture magazine from 1994 until 2005,
producing 54 issues with publisher
Marc Emery. Dana is involved with
‘Sensible BC’ working on legislative
roadblocks that need to be resolved.
In April 2016 he undertook a crossCanada “Free Marijuana – Overgrow
the Government” tour during which
he gave away free high-THC seeds,
encouraging people to grow as much
pot as freely and publicly as possible overgrowcanada.com
Returning to MardiGrass 2016 from
Canada Ajia Mae Moon has been a
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medical and recreational cannabis activist since 2005. Since the closure of
her dispensary (Three Happy Cats) Ajia
has been focusing on twelvehighchicks.
com and weedwoman.com. At this 24th
Mardigrass, Ajia Mae will share the do’s
and do-nots of travelling with a medical
marijuana license, as well as providing
a rundown on her Twelve High Chicks
[12HC] magazine which mixes weedenjoyment with weed-activism.

Abe Acton based out of Colorado,
USA, will return to Nimbin for the 2016
HEMPOSIUM, to launch OPERATION
TOLERANCE to provide
safe access to safe medicine. He will show video
footage of this year’s high
country grow season, and
share his in depth knowledge of the specific genetics that are most useful as
cannabis medicine. Abe
has 6 years in the medical
cannabis industry growing
organic medical strains,
processing medicines, and
teaching workshops. His
vision and goal is to provide

Long time MardiGrass attendee, Coral
Reefer, a blogger from California USA,
will return in 2016 as a speaker. Coral
has dedicated herself to the fight to end
cannabis prohibition using social media
as her tool. She has a YouTube channel where she hosts her weekly show,
Stoney Sunday. Coral also runs News
Nug, which helps keep her followers up
to date on cannabis news stories from
around the world. Her blog, CoralReefer420.com, has been updated daily for
5 years as she travels and explores the
international cannabis community.

attracted large numbers of the newly
emerging and increasingly visible Australian cannabis demographic - families with extremely ill children,
and people dealing with chronic
pain and often terminal illness.
The HEMPOSIUM will include real
world stories from medical cannabis
families from around Australia, including families whose lives have changed
dramatically for the better thanks
to Tony “Mullaways” Bower.
Other parents will discuss
growing cannabis for medicine, and
how cannabis has help a wide range of
serious conditions like brain injury and
adult epilepsy. Michael Harding and
Bek will talk about “Weed for Warriors”.
Michael has PTSD from serving in Afghanistan and is trying to get help for
veterans. Marika Toivo will talk about
her “Fearless Father” campaign and
how to make social media work for cannabis campaigning. Michael Lambert,
whose father donated $34 million to
the University of Sydney for medical
cannabis research, will talk about his
daughter Katelyn’s Dravet Syndrome
(Epilepsy) and how she has greatly
benefited from CBDa/CBD cannabis oil
imported from Denmark.
It’s time this magnificent herb was welcomed into mainstream Australian life,
and the persecution and prejudice to
stop. Medical cannabis has been a
growing international phenomenon
over the last few decades, and Austra-

We are also excited to announce an
outstanding line-up of Australian based
post-prohibition proponents and cannabis experts including MardiGrass
founder Bob Hopkins, Prof Nick Lintzeris (Lambert Foundation) ,Dr David
Caldicott (ACMO), Fiona Patten [Sex
Party MLC, Victoria], David Shoebridge [Greens MLC NSW], Derryn
Hinch [Justice Party], Will Tregon-

ing [UnHarm!], Damon Adams [Law
Enforcement Against Prohibition], Andrew “Dr Pot” Katelaris, Tony Bower
[Mullaways Medical Cannabis], Ray
Thorpe [Happy Herb Company], Dr
Mehreen Faruqi [Greens MLC NSW],
and Dr John Jiggens [Cannabis Historian] as well as a magnificent array of
local experts in cannabis for medicine,
food and industry!

lia is only now starting to catch on and
catch up. The HEMPOSIUM brings together speakers and doers, and aims
to expand the mind as much as that
special weed herself. We look forward
to making the HEMPOSIUM a space to
inform, learn, agitate, inspire and connect in this massively important green
revolution. Come help us get the police
out of healTHCare!

The Hemp Embassy’s Medical Cannabis workshops held in the Nimbin Town
Hall throughout 2015 and 2016 have
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rests in the early days. But here too,
once again we have simply overgrown
the government. There are now a growing number of toke-friendly lounges,
and dozens of cities now celebrate annual events like 4/20 and the Global
Marijuana March with flagrant and fragrant public use and celebration of cannabis.
OPENLY SHARING AND SELLING
After bongs, books and possession,
we began fighting against the ban on
selling and sharing cannabis. First we
started giving away joints at our rallies,
and then we held marijuana raffles.
Some brave people began selling joints
and cookies at 4/20, and over the years
we continued to push, so that in big cities like Vancouver and Toronto, cannabis is now very openly bought and sold
during cannabis festivals.

The birth of the cannabis dispensary
movement also came from civil disobedience. The influences of the first dispensaries in California, called “compassion clubs” spread to Canadian cities,
where compassion clubs began opening in the mid-90s. About a decade ago
the dispensary movement began to
expand. Once again, this campaign
of civil disobedience has paid off tremendously.
Although
the federal law has not
changed, there are now
well over 200 dispensaries across Canada, with
more opening at a rapidly

increasing rate. I expect
there will be over 500 dispensaries nationwide by
the end of 2016.
The federal laws are still
in place, but we have now
forced Vancouver and
other cities to start giving out business licenses!
Our campaign has been
so successful that most Canadians
don’t even realize that bong shops or
cannabis dispensaries are still illegal
under federal law.
OVERGROW
THE GOVERNMENT
So now we see that the cannabis legalization movement is the largest ever
civil disobedience campaign in Canada’s history! But we’re not done yet. The
next step must be to complete our campaign to “overgrow the government.”
It could be years before Trudeau’s Liberals come up with all their new rules and
regulations, permits and punishments
for legal cannabis. Our movement has
never been based on patiently waiting for politicians to grant us freedom.
Cannabis liberation is about peaceful
defiance, and standing up against unjust laws, not only with words, but with
concrete action.
If you love cannabis, if you love freedom, or if you just love your country,
then plant some cannabis seeds this
spring, and we will all reap a wonderful
harvest together.
All that matters is that Canadians join
together, to plant these seeds and
claim our right to grow in our gardens.
A seed, some soil, sunlight and water.
That is how we will finally end cannabis prohibition. I hope you will join me
in planting the seeds of freedom from
coast to coast!
Dana Larsen, overgrowcanada.com

Your HEMP Party is looking for the best deal it can get
for Australian Cannabis users.
It’s certainly been another interesting year in the world of cannabis law reform. The HEMP Party has worked double time
lobbying the major parties as we try and direct more emphasis on the international roadblocks to medical cannabis use and
scientific research. While numerous Australian Parliamentary Inquiries make mention of international obstacles surrounding the ‘lawful source’ of medical cannabis, it seems all sorts of politicians are making promises they can’t keep. In making
our concerns acknowledged on the issue, HEMP has called for interim measures to ensure a reasonable supply regime
while scientific and medical trials are conducted and an amnesty for patients and their suppliers.
Australia and New Zealand remain the only countries in the world to maintain a ban on the consumption of hemp seed foods. Now the only reason we’re given as to why there’s a ban
is that police believe hemp food consumption may interfere with roadside saliva testing. Interestingly, Australia is the only country to use saliva testing in such a way, and a Tasmanian
Inquiry recommended authorities should find better ways of detecting actual impairment, rather than minute traces of cannabis. HEMP suggests following the money trail right back to
the company with exclusive rights to supply all Australian Police forces with these dodgy saliva devices. Unfortunately our warnings were not headed by the major parties, including The
Greens, who voted for saliva testing against our strongest advice. HEMP calls this strategy a total failure and can’t wait for the end of it so that some tough questions can be answered.
HEMP is more than happy to talk about the complex nature of regulation, taxing and supply issues, though we’d be equally appreciative if governments turned their attention to meaningful
law reform concerning the medical use of cannabis, and changes to the food code to allow consumption of hemp seed foods.
HEMP has certainly not forgotten about recreational and social uses of cannabis, in fact we keep reminding politicians that Australians spend about $5 billion per year buying cannabis
(Clemants, Curtin). That’s twice the size of the wine industry! So while social use of cannabis is going gangbusters, (like alcohol under prohibition in the US), our police resources, court
time, and criminal justice system are being overloaded. For what?

The MARDIGRASS Parade
is not just a spectator sport.
Please feel free to join the parade
and show your support for
pot law reform.
We’re all in this together!
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HEMP will use whatever influence it has to push our major parties to acknowledge the concerns of approximately 2 million Australians who use Cannabis in its various forms. Moreover,
HEMP shall endeavour to get a better deal for millions more who would find benefit from the reintegration of this useful plant within society.
HEMP will remain a single-issue protest vote for many years to come and we are very pleased to report a 25% increase in membership in the past 18 months.
Andrew Kavasilas,Secretary, HEMP Party of Australia
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Almost every week somewhere around
the world, another drug prohibition
domino falls. As each domino falls, it
threatens yet another domino. But no
one should assume that drug law reform is inevitable. Substantial powerful
forces are still opposed to drug law reform, including many vested interests,
and the politics of reform is still very
tricky.

Drug policy:
The winds of change are
speeding up
There is no doubt that global drug prohibition is slowly but steadily unraveling. In the US and a number of other
countries, growing support for the regulation of recreational cannabis is following the availability of lawful medicinal
cannabis. Unexpectedly, the USA has
been leading these recent international
developments. By 2015, four US states
and Washington DC have approved the
regulation of recreational cannabis with
two of these states already implementing this policy since 2014. Now that
Canada and Mexico are committed to
the regulation of recreational cannabis, this could squeeze the US should
the domestic US reform process stall.
In the 1920s and 30s, Canada did not
prohibit alcohol while the USA did. Canadian alcohol transported to the US
was a significant factor in the repeal of
US alcohol prohibition in 1933.

The United Nations General Assembly
Special Session (UNGASS) on drug
policy in New York was brought forward
from 2019 to April 2016 in response to
the collapsing support for drug prohibition. Most commentators assume that
this major meeting will demonstrate
the permanent and serious fracturing
of any previous international consensus around drug prohibition. William
Brownfield, the most senior US government official able to comment officially
on US drug policy has explicitly stated
several times that countries are now
able to interpret the international drug
treaties flexibly, contradicting the previous policy for many decades where the
US insisted and enforced an inflexible
interpretation of the same drug treaties. Why the about face? The growing
popular support in the US for regulating
recreational cannabis, and the increasing success of several state ballot initiatives, has forced the US government to
choose between ignoring public opinion
or abiding by its international treaty obligations. The US government has sensibly decided to not ignore public opinion
now that a clear and growing majority
supports lawful medicinal cannabis and
regulation of recreational cannabis.

Meanwhile in many countries in Latin
America and the Caribbean, support for
drug law reform is growing rapidly. The
New Zealand attempt from July 2013
to start regulating the so-called New
Psychoactive Substances lasted for
10 months and seems to have been
prematurely terminated by opposition
to animal testing and other problems
in the assessment system. With many
previous international policy firsts to its
credit, a number of countries are closely watching what New Zealand will do
next.
Former Australian Prime Minister Abbott clearly supported medicinal cannabis in an e-mail to radio personality,
Alan Jones, and also explicitly acknowledged (29 April 2014) that the war on
drugs was a war that could not be won.
Both statements were very important.
No previous Prime Minister or previous Leader of the Opposition had ever
acknowledged publicly and unambiguously that a policy relying on supply
control had failed and could never be
effective.





According to the Australian Veteran Suicide
Registry, there were 34 recorded Veteran
suicides in 2015. (Source: AVSR Facebook)
The Department of Veterans Affairs spent
$356 million on Pharmaceuticals in 20142015. (source: DVA Annual Report 2014-2015)
22% of the ADF experienced a mental
disorder in the past 12 months.
(source: 2010 ADF mental health and wellbeing study)



In a study of Chronic Low Back Pain, 51% of
chronic pain patients also experienced
significant Post Traumatic Stress symptoms.
(source:



DeCarvalho,

L.T)

In a study by The Australian Centre for
Posttraumatic Mental Health exploring
whether sleep disturbance is common to
veterans generally or simply those
diagnosed with PTSD. From a group of 152
Vietnam Veterans, 87 of whom did not
meet criteria of PTSD, all with PTSD and 90%
without reported clinically significant sleep
disturbance. (source: 2008 ACPHM, University of
Melbourne)
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2003,

Dr Alex Wodak AM,
President,
Australian Drug Law Reform Foundation
[Dr Wodak will attend UNGASS in New
York, USA, in April 2016]

SIDE EFFECTS?
Quetiapine and
Escitalopram are two
commonly prescribed
medications for
Contemporary Veterans in
Australia.
Common Side Effects:
drowsiness, insomnia,
vision changes, nausea,
upset stomach, weight
changes, constipation,
decreased sex drive,
increased sweating,
impotence, dizziness, loss
of energy, increased
appetite, weight gain, dry
mouth, vomiting, stomach
pain,
Serious Side Effects:
suicide ideation, vertigo,
risk taking behaviour, high
fever, uneven heartbeats,
tremors, twitching or
uncontrollable movements.
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Suicide in the Veteran Community is at an
unbelievable high, with over 22 Veteran Suicides
per day in the US. In an attempt to find a
healthier, natural approach to manage their
symptoms while avoiding life threatening side
effects, Veterans in the US and Canada have
started medicating with and talking about the
benefits of Cannabis. With mounting evidence
showing conventional treatments provide limited, if any, benefit for combat vets,
more focus is being placed into alternative modalities. This year, with support from
the State of Colorado, Dr Sue Sisley and Rick Doblin will be working together in a long
awaited clinical study into the benefits of Cannabis for Combat Post Traumatic Stress.



A study in New Mexico evaluated Cannabis’ effects on symptoms of 80 patients
with Post Traumatic Stress. Patients reported a greater than 75% reduction in
their symptoms when using Cannabis compared to when they were not.
(Source:



May

2014.

Greer,

GR.

Published

in

the

Journal

of

Psychoactive

Drugs)

Professor Raphael Mechoulam has linked properties of Cannabis to memory
extinction. By aiding memory extinction, Cannabis can help veterans reduce their
association between stimuli (loud noises or
crowded shopping centres) and traumatic
Side Effects!
events from their service (explosions, gun
shots and crowded market places).
(Source: Israel, R Mechoulam, Cannabinoids as Therapeutics)



POSSESSION
To prove possession, the police must
prove beyond reasonable doubt that
you knew that you had the cannabis in
your custody or under your legal control. In cases where more than one
person has access to the cannabis (for
example, where it is found in a shared
house or in a car with several occupants) the prosecution must rule out the
possibility that someone other than the
accused person was in possession of
the cannabis.
SUPPLY
“Supply” includes: selling, giving away,
and agreeing to supply. Sharing cannabis is supply. Any supply is treated as
a serious offence and the penalties get
quite severe for supply on a large commercial scale. There is also an offence
called “deemed supply”. In the case of
cannabis, the deemed supply amount is
300 grams. If the police can prove that
you were in possession of 300 grams or
more of cannabis, you must prove that
your possession of the cannabis was
not for supply. For example, that it was
for your personal use.

Drug policy in Australia has been much
more moderate than in many other
rich countries, especially the USA, and
this has been the case for a long time.
This moderation has been a huge advantage for the Australian people but
it makes the task of drug law reform
somewhat more difficult. Most tricky
policy reforms in Australia require support from multiple political parties. Australia’s bold policy response to HIV in
the 1980s served the country well but
all major parties supported adoption
and implementation of some quite sen-

Australia has had soldiers in the Middle East
since 2001. During this time 41 men have lost
their lives whilst serving in Afghanistan, with
many more returning home to continue their
fight post deployment. The Australian Defence
Force says 8% of service personnel experienced
Post Traumatic Stress in the last 12 months.
Anecdotally, Ex-Service Organisations are
claiming rates closer to 30% - that’s
approximately 17,000 veterans in the last year
experiencing PTSD.



sitive initiatives.
Global drug prohibition is now all but
dead but we can expect that those who
do well from supply control will continue
to vigorously defend conventional drug
policy. As Churchill said of El Alamein,
this is not the beginning of the end but it
is the end of the beginning.

The unique nature of combat training causes
hypervigilance and light sleeping habits.
Combined with graphic, flashback-type
nightmares, falling asleep can be a daunting
experience for a veteran. By reducing stress
and pain, Cannabis expedites the transition
through the stages of sleep and extends the
length of slow wave sleep, the most
restorative phase of sleep. Cannabis also
reduces REM sleep, which is the final stage of
sleep during which dreams occur, limiting
nightmares and aiding in a more restorative
night’s sleep. (Source: T Schierenbeck, Sleep Medicine

+ Increases appetite
+ Relieves pain and
nausea
+ Aids sleep
+ Fights depression
+ Relieves stress and
anxiety
+ Encourages deep
relaxation
+ Improves creativity
and focus
+ Increases blood flow
+ Decreases aggression
and irritability
+ Immediate effects

Reviews, 2008)
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CULTIVATION
Cultivation means some activity to assist growing or harvesting the plant.
Cultivating cannabis can include planting or watering or fertilising. Again, the
police must have enough evidence to
prove beyond reasonable doubt that
you knowingly carried out the cultivation activity. There are higher penalties
and trial by judge and jury for cultivating
or possessing more than 250 plants.
HYDROPONIC PLANTS
There is a separate offence under NSW
law of cultivation of hydroponic plants.
The maximum penalties are a lot higher
than for cultivating the same number of
outdoor plants. But for this charge the
police must also prove that the indoor
cultivation was “for a commercial purpose”.
MEDICINAL CANNABIS
Despite the new federal medical cannabis laws, in NSW it is still currently
an offence to use, possess, cultivate
or supply cannabis for medicinal purposes. The NSW Government has announced it will conduct trials on the effectiveness of medicinal cannabis, but
there has been no change in the law. A
magistrate has discretion to impose no
conviction and no penalty in medicinal
cannabis [and other] cases, if there is a
guilty plea, or guilt after hearing.
COOKIES
Possessing or supplying cannabis cookies, or other kinds of cannabis edibles,
is illegal. Bizarrely, the drug law treats
cookies as if they were pure cannabis.

www.nimbinmardigrass.com

So, because weight determines the nature of the criminal charge, you could
theoretically be charged with “deemed
supply” if you possess more than 300
grams of cookies, even though you are
mostly possessing chocolate, flour and
butter etc. In this situation, the police
would charge you only with possession.
CANNABIS CAUTIONS
The police have discretion to issue a
caution if you are found in possession
of less than 15 grams of cannabis, and
you have no prior convictions, and you
admit the cannabis is yours.

SNIFFER DOGS
Police can only use sniffer dogs without
a warrant, in certain places: on trains
and buses, and on or near railway stations and bus terminals, in licensed
premises, at dance parties and music
festivals. However, the same legislation
requires the police to obtain a warrant
to use sniffer dogs in other situations,
for example to conduct random street
searches.

A Defence of “honest & reasonable mistake of fact”
In NSW it is an offence to drive with THC present in your saliva. Police can
stop a driver for no particular reason and require them to provide a saliva
sample. If there is any amount of THC found in the sample, the charge is made
out. The police do not have to prove that you were impaired to any degree in
your ability to drive. And the police do not have to prove that you intentionally
drove with THC in your system.
But it is a defence to the charge if you honestly believed that you did not have
THC in your saliva at the time you drove and that there was reasonable basis
for you to hold that belief. That is, the court must accept that you genuinely
believed what you say you believed. The court must also decide that an ordinary person would consider it reasonable to believe that there would be no
THC present.

INTERACTING WITH POLICE
You do not have to answer police questions or make a statement, whether
they arrest you or not. It is usually better to say something like, “I do not wish
to say anything until I get legal advice.”
Beware of small talk and being trapped
into a conversation. Just tell them your
name, age and address. If you admit
anything, or sound like you’re admitting something, the police can use that
in evidence against you. Remember
that the police must prove your guilt –
anything you say may make it easier
for them to do just that. Generally it is
better to say nothing until you have had
legal advice.
SEARCHES
Police are legally entitled to enter and
search private property if they have a
search warrant or if they are invited in by
one of the occupiers. A search warrant
gives police the power to search anybody found on the premises, The police
have the power to search you personally, without a warrant, if they believe on
reasonable grounds that you might be
in possession of a prohibited drug or a
weapon or evidence of a crime.

The NSW Government Centre for Road Safety website (www.roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au) states that the period of time that drugs could be detected
“depends on the amount taken, frequency of use of the drug, and other factors
that vary between individuals”. The website goes on to say that the saliva test
would “typically” detect THC for “up to 12 hours after use”.
A defence of honest and reasonable mistake of fact might succeed where
the driver satisfied the court:
• they believed that the period of detection was up to 12 hours;
• they obtained that information from the Centre for Road Safety website or a
similar official source;
• they believed that they were a “typical” cannabis user, so that the advice applied to them, and they acted on that advice
• it was significantly longer than 12 hours (for example 18 hours or more) between the cannabis use and the driving, so that they allowed a margin for error
Once the defence of honest and reasonable mistake of fact is raised, the prosecution must prove beyond reasonable doubt that the driver did not honestly
have such a belief or that the belief was not reasonably held. Obviously, the
court would decide on those issues in the particular circumstances of the evidence in each case.
Steve Bolt, Solicitor
Bolt Findlay, Lismore
0266212188
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The best advice? DON’T GET BUSTED!
If ya do, keep your trap shut.
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TICKETS
Entry into MardiGrass events costs $50 for
a 3-day pass [Friday to Sunday], or $30 for
a 1-day pass. Buy event-only tickets at the
Plantem Park entrance or at the Town Hall
information booth. Or buy online now at:
www.nimbinmardigrass.com
There is a special local’s price of $20 for
a 3-day pass [Friday to Sunday] available
from the Hemp Embassy in the week before
MardiGrass.

CAMPING
SHOWGROUNDS: The Golden Bud pass
for $100 includes 3-nights camping at the
Showgrounds plus entry to all MardiGrass
events. No generators! No loud drumming
after midnight and no dogs please! Firewood supplied. Hot showers. Three designated areas set aside: quiet, noisy, and
family. Nifty Nev’s Eatery open all weekend.
Camping is also available at the Showgrounds, before and after MardiGrass, for
$10 per person per night. Camping sites
and passes can be booked online now at:
www.nimbinmardigrass.com or bought at
the Showgrounds when you arrive.
OTHER CAMPING: Please camp in designated camping areas only, not beside

the road. Random roadside camping is not
permitted. NO camping in the western LCC
car park. NO camping in parking-only areas. Jungle Patrol will redirect to the Showgrounds or other camping sites. You may
sleep in your car but in no way light fires or
set up tents or disrupt traffic flow.

RUBBISH
Be super careful with all rubbish. Mardigarbos are recycling so help them make MardiGrass clean and green. If you can’t take
your rubbish away with you, please use
the correct rubbish and recycling bins, and
respect our unique village where we try to
think...
EARTH FIRST.

PARKING
Please park as directed and keep driveways
clear. This is important. BE AWARE OF
THE NO PARKING ZONES. Visitor parking
will be appropriately sign posted on the entrances to the village. Lismore City Council
Rangers will book you if you park incorrectly. Last year there were way more parking
tickets than pot busts!
NO PARKING will be in place in the centre
of the village from 12 noon Friday April 29 to

11pm Sunday May 1st.
Cecil Street will have NO parking from Cullen Street to the Showgrounds and also NO
PARKING in Thorburn Street between Cullen and Sibley Streets. Thorburn Street from
Silky Oak Drive will have a road closure
managed by the Backpackers to ensure
clear access to and from the campsites and
their parking.
ROAD CLOSURES
There will be road closures in Cullen and
Cecil Streets on Sunday for the Parade,
from 2.30 to 3.30pm approximately.

SUNDAY RALLY
The main MardiGrass event begins at
2.30pm Sunday 1 May at the Western LCC
Carpark exit, and the protest parade proceeds South along Cullen Street to the Police Station, where we will do our thing, and
then head to Plantem Park for the speeches.

WARNING!
Be careful with your drug consumption. Especially cookies! They can be stronger than
you expect. It is wise to eat half then wait an
hour or so before you eat anymore. Better to
start small and work your way up. Don’t mix

The 2017 Nimbin MardiGrass is on May 5, 6, and 7
SEE YA THERE!
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with alcohol. If you feel woozy or have an
injury, or need help, ask JUNGLE PATROL
or go to the Nimbin Hall Information Booth.
The Oasis Café Green Zone is a quiet place
to chill out.
Driving a point home. If you think it’s safe to
smoke in your parked car be aware police
may hone in on the flick of lighters and glowing joints in cars at night.

ALCOHOL-FREE ZONE
Nimbin streets are glass and alcohol-free
zones during MardiGrass. Remember it’s
a Cannabis harvest festival not a beer fest.

JUNGLE PATROL
Jungle Patrol grew from the volunteer
groups of early MardiGrass gatherings. Jungle Patrol roams the streets,
encourages people to keep the peace,
and bears witness when they do not.
Jungle Patrol provides visitor information, crowd safety, primary first aid,
event communications and police liaison, operating from Friday 8am through
to 8am Monday morning.

APPRECIATION
Thanks to everyone who helped manifest MardiGrass 2016! The dedication
from the HEMP Embassy & MardiGrass volunteers, and strong support
from the wider community, is the magic
recipe. And thanks for the funding from
the advertisers in this program. Please
support them!
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